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Calcium fluoride crystals doped with various concentrations of PbF2 have been grown using the Bridgman
technique. The optical absorption spectra reveal the characteristic UV absorption bands of the Pb2+ ions. The
distribution of the Pb2+ -ions along four crystals has been investigated using the optical absorption method. Taking
into account the relationship between the optical absorption coefficient and the concentration of the impurities in
the samples, the effective segregation coefficient of the Pb2+ ions has been calculated. Our study shows that the
effective segregation coefficient of the Pb2+ ions in CaF2 host depends on the dopant concentration, and varies
between 0.85 and 1.15, for 0.5 mol%PbF2 and 3 mol%PbF2 -doped CaF2 , respectively.
PACS numbers: 42.70.Hj, 68.35.Dv, 78.20.Ci, 78.40.Ha, 81.10.Fq

1. Introduction
The study of optical properties of ns2 ions in alkaline halide crystals is an old, well-studied domain [1].
There are few reports on optical properties of these ions
in alkaline-earth fluorides; among the ns2 ions, the Pb2+
ions are less investigated. Oboth et al. [2] studied the
absorption and emission properties of Pb:CaF2 crystals
in vacuum UV spectral range. Various impurity-related
color centers in alkaline-earth fluorides have been studied
because these centers are laser-active in near IR. For example, the Pb+ (1) centers in alkaline-earth fluorides have
analogous properties to Tl0 (1) center in alkali halides and
are expected to act as laser-active centers [3, 4]. Babin
et al. [5] studied the influence of Pb2+ ions on the emission properties of the LuAg:Ce single crystalline films
and Su [6] on the optical properties of the U:CaF2 crystals. The homogeneous dopant distribution in the laser
materials is important because this affects the efficiency
of the laser. There are a few reported results about the
Pb2+ ions distribution in various crystals or on the segregation coefficient determination. Dmitriev [7] studied
the influence of the Pb2+ ions on the optical properties
of the TlBr crystal and determined the segregation coefficient; the reported values are 1.3–1.6. The distribution
of trace amounts of metal impurities in CaF2 crystals
grown by the Bridgman method has been investigated
by Yonezawa et al. [8]. They studied the distribution of
both metal-fluoride and metal-oxide impurities in CaF2
crystals obtained from highly pure fluoride powder. From
their study it can be concluded that Li, Na and Pb hardly
remain in CaF2 crystals and the segregation coefficient
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is ≈ 1. The effective segregation coefficient of the Pb2+
ions in CaF2 crystal was not reported yet.
The aim of this paper is to investigate the influence
of PbF2 content on optical properties of the CaF2 crystals and to determine the effective segregation coefficient
using the optical absorption method.
2. Experimental
Pure and PbF2 -doped CaF2 crystals were grown in
our crystal research laboratory using vertical Bridgman
method. Suprapure grade (Merck) calcium fluoride and
PbF2 were used as the starting materials. It is known [8]
that Pb2+ ions hardly remain in fluoride crystals if the
usual Bridgman type technique is used for the growth
of CaF2 crystals. In order to obtain PbF2 -doped CaF2
crystals the following procedure was used. First, pure,
oxygen-free CaF2 crystals were grown using the usual
growth conditions, namely adding to the starting material an amount of 4 wt%PbF2 as oxygen scavenger [9, 10].
The obtained CaF2 crystals do not contain any undesired
amount of lead ions or other impurities, as results from
the optical absorption spectrum; then the PbF2 -doped
crystals were grown from the crushed pure fluoride crystals doped with the desired amount of PbF2 . To prevent
the evaporation of the PbF2 , a thin floating graphite lid
was put on the charge in a sealed graphite crucible. In
this work, four PbF2 -doped crystals have been investigated with the following amount of PbF2 added in the
starting mixture in the melt: 0.5, 1, 2, and 3 mol%PbF2 .
Transparent colorless crystals of about 10 mm in diameter over 6–7 cm long were obtained in spectral pure
graphite crucible in vacuum (≈ 10−1 Pa) using a shaped
graphite furnace [11]. The pulling rate was 4 mm/h. The
crystals were cooled to room temperature using an estab-
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this is the reason why the crystals doped with more than
3 mol%PbF2 reveal structural defects, like blocks with
different crystallographic orientations.
3.1. Optical absorption spectra
The presence of impurity ions in CaF2 lattice with the
ns2 ground state configuration (like Pb2+ ions) induces
absorption bands both in vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) and
in UV domain [1, 2]. Four characteristic bands are located in UV domain, denoted by A, B, C, and D [1].
The absorption spectra of various concentrations
CaF2 :PbF2 samples reveal the four characteristic absorption bands of Pb2+ ions (Fig. 2).
Fig. 1. As-grown x mol%PbF2 -doped CaF2 crystals:
(a) x = 2; (b) crystal cut for the distribution coefficient
measurements, x = 1; (c) 1 mol%PbF2 doped CaF2
crystal-cleaved slice and x = 0.5 cut sample.

lished procedure. The as-grown single crystals are shown
in Fig. 1.
The effective segregation coefficient, keff , has been determined using the optical absorption method [12–14].
In order to investigate the dopant concentration along
the crystals and to determine the distribution coefficient, the crystals were cut from the bottom to the top
into i = 14–15 slices (Fig. 1b). Each wafer was about
2 mm in thickness, and optically polished. The absorption coefficient α(i) of every slice was calculated from
the absorption spectra for the well-shaped and strong
characteristic absorption band of the Pb2+ ions, namely
for A = 306 nm band. Taking into account the Beer–
Lambert law, the absorption coefficient is proportional
to the concentration, so the dopant distribution along
the crystal can be estimated. The segregation coefficient for various PbF2 concentrations in CaF2 crystals was then calculated using a procedure described in
Sect. 3.2. Room temperature optical absorption spectra were recorded by a Shimadzu 1650PC spectrophotometer.
3. Results and discussions
CaF2 crystallizes in cubic structure with a typical fluorite lattice. In order to understand the optical properties
and the dopant distribution in CaF2 crystals it is better
to see this structure as consisting of a simple cubic lattice
of fluorine ions in which every other body center position
is occupied by a Ca2+ ion. When various ions, such as alkaline metals, rare-earths or heavy metal ions, like Pb2+
are introduced into the lattice they usually occupy Ca2+
sites. If the introduced impurity ions have other valence
than the Ca2+ ion, the valence mismatch is compensated
in a variety of ways: by vacancy formation, by interstitial
fluorine ion, etc. The Pb2+ ion has the same valence as
Ca2+ but with a larger geometric size (0.143 nm) than
the Ca2+ ion (0.126 nm), and for high dopant concentrations this will lead to distortion of the crystal lattice;

Fig. 2. Room temperature absorption spectra of PbF2
doped CaF2 crystals. The inset shows the absorption
spectra of pure and 1 mol%PbF2 -doped CaF2 crystals.

As Pb2+ -ions concentration increases, the shape of the
C and D absorption bands modifies due to the overlap
of many new bands that appear as a result of the energy levels splitting. Only the A band conserves ir sharp
shape because no new components appear. This is the
peak which we will use for the effective segregation coefficient determination by optical absorption method. The
B band is observed only in the excitation spectra obtained for various bands of the emission spectra. For
low concentrations (0.4 and 0.5 mol%PbF2 ) only three
peaks appear in the absorption spectrum: A = 306.2 nm,
C = 243.1 nm and D = 203.7 nm; the A band is the
strongest. For 1 mol% the following peaks are characteristic: A = 306.1 nm, the C band peaking at 244 nm
for low concentration consists now of two overlapping
bands peaking at 228 and 246 nm, as results from the
excitation spectrum; the D band also splits into two
bands: D1 = 214 and D2 = 206 nm. As the concentration increases, the peaks position are shifted to:
A = 305.4 nm, C = 244 and 246 nm and a shoulder
at 228 nm, D1,2 = 215 and 206.8 nm for 2 mol%PbF2 .
For 3 mol%PbF2 sample the absorption bands are: A =
305.4 nm, C band becomes very broad as a result of an in-
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crease in intensity of more than three overlapping components, and D1 = 215, D2 = 207.5 nm. The intensity ratio
of the D band components differs for the samples with
concentration ≥ 1 mol%PbF2 : the D2 increases more
than the D1 component. The intensity of the D and C
bands increases as the concentration increases and becomes comparable with the intensity of the A band.
Figure 3 shows the influence of the Pb2+ ions concentration (N0 ) in the initial melt on the absorption coefficient of the A peak; the absorption coefficient was calculated for slices cut from the same position for every
crystal. N0 is the number of the Pb2+ ions per unit volume in PbF2 doped CaF2 crystals, calculated using the
expression
C 0 NA
N0 = ρ L
,
(1)
µ
where ρ is the crystal density, CL0 is the dopant concentration (mol%) in the initial melt, NA is Avogadro’s number
and µ is the molecular mass.

Fig. 4. The A band of various slices cut from
1 mol%PbF2 doped CaF2 crystal.

main. Oboth et al. [2] studied the absorption and emission spectra of Pb2+ centers in alkaline-earth fluorides
in VUV domain, their A denoted absorption band corresponds to our D band.
The optical absorption bands are assigned to electronic
transitions from the (6s2 ) ground state to the (6s1 ) (6p1 )
excited state: A (1S0 –3P1 , spin orbit allowed), B (1S0 –3P2
vibrationally allowed), and C (1S0 –1P1 dipole allowed).
3.2. Determination of the effective segregation
coefficient of Pb2+ ions

Fig. 3. Dependence of the absorption coefficient on the
Pb2+ ions concentration (N0 ) in the initial melt (measured for A band).

As the concentration increases, the absorption coefficient increases linearly for the first three concentrations:
0.4, 0.5 and 1 mol%PbF2 (see Fig. 3), then a saturation
behavior appears. The A peak shape, namely the absorption coefficient and the FWHM (the peak half-width),
changes as the PbF2 concentration increases, but no new
components appear for this absorption band in comparison with C or D bands (see Fig. 2).
For a given PbF2 concentration, the FWHM of the
A peak is the same for the various slices cut along the
crystal, only the absorption coefficient, αi , varies from
slice to slice, as is shown in Fig. 4. This behavior is used
for the effective segregation coefficient determination by
optical absorption method [12, 13].
The alkali halide crystals doped with ions which have
the ns2 electronic configuration in their ground state
have been studied more extensively [1] than the alkaline-earth fluorides. The presence of this type impurity ion
induces from three to six absorption bands in UV do-

The effective segregation coefficient (keff ) at a given
growth rate is defined by
keff = CS /CL0 ,
(2)
where CS is the dopant concentration at the bottom of
the as-grown crystal and CL0 is the dopant concentration
in the initial melt. The value of CS can be measured by
various methods, or estimated from optical absorption
measurements [12–14].
The effective segregation coefficient determination of
the Pb2+ ions in CaF2 host by optical absorption method
is based on the following two laws.
(a) According to the Beer–Lambert law the absorption coefficient is proportional to the sample concentration (C), α = aC, where a is the absorption coefficient
for unit Pb concentration and unit light path length;
a may be recognized as constant for the investigated
Pb2+ ions concentration [12–14]. The Pb2+ ions concentration can be estimated from the measured optical density, O.D. = log(I0 R/I), where I0 is the light intensity
incident on the sample, R is the the reflection factor on
sample surface, I is the transmitted light intensity [13].
Taking into account the relation
I = I0 R exp(−αd) ,
(3)
where α is the absorption coefficient and d is the sample
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thickness, the dopant concentration of a slice can be estimated using the relation [13]:
α
2.30258 O.D.
C= =
.
(4)
a
ad
(b) The dopant concentration (along the growth axis)
at the distance z from the origin of the crystal can be
obtained by using the classical relation [15]:
k

−1

CS (z) = CL0 keff [1 − g(z)] eff ,
(5)
where g(z) is the crystallized fraction of the melt given
by g(z) = Vp t/L = z/L, Vp is the crystal growth rate,
t is the growth time and L is the crystal length, so Vp t is
the grown crystal length, z, at the moment t. The more
the keff differs from unity, the larger is the concentration
gradient in the crystal.
Therefore, taking into account the Beer–Lambert law,
the dopant distribution along the crystal length can be
estimated using the optical absorption method. In order
to determine the effective segregation coefficient, we cut
the crystal into i slices with the same thickness (Fig. 1b)
and calculate the absorption coefficient for the absorption
peak at 306 nm, from the optical absorption spectrum of
every slices (α(z)). Using the relations (4) and (5), the
following expression is obtained in order to determine the
effective segregation coefficient:
¡
¢
log α(z) = (keff − 1) log (1 − z/L) + log akeff CL0 . (6)
The effective segregation coefficient can be calculated
from the slope m = keff − 1, of the fitting line of log α(z)
versus log(1 − z/L).
Figure 5 shows the Pb2+ ions distribution (characterized by the absorption coefficient) along the four investigated crystals, with various PbF2 concentrations in the
initial melt. The dopant distribution along the crystals
shows some oscillations of the Pb2+ -ions concentration.
These types of oscillations have been also observed for
other crystals grown by the Bridgman technique; this
behavior has not been explained yet [16, 17]. For concentrations ≤ 1 mol% the absorption coefficient increases
along the crystals and consequently, the concentration increases, too. For CaF2 :2 mol%PbF2 sample the dopant
distribution along the crystal has the strongest oscillatory
behavior; for the 3 mol%PbF2 –CaF2 sample the absorption coefficient decreases along the crystal (the concentration also decreases).
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TABLE

Effective segregation coefficient.
CaF2 : x mol%PbF2

x = 0.5

x=1

x=2

x=3

keff

0.85

0.925

1.002

1.15

The calculated effective segregation coefficient for the
studied samples is shown in Figs. 6, 7 and Table.
As the concentration of the Pb2+ ions in the initial
melt increases, the effective segregation coefficient, keff ,
increases, too. The obtained values are: 0.85 for
CaF2 :0.5 mol%PbF2 crystal, 0.925 for CaF2 :1 mol%PbF2
crystal, 1.002 for CaF2 :2 mol%PbF2 crystal and 1.15 for
CaF2 :3 mol%PbF2 crystal.

Fig. 6. Fitting lines of log α(z) vs. log(1 − g) in order
to calculate the effective segregation coefficient; the obtained k values are indicated in the figures.

Fig. 7. Dependence of the effective segregation coefficient of Pb2+ ions in CaF2 on the PbF2 concentration
in the initial melt.

Preliminary luminescence studies reveal a strong
emission spectrum in the near UV domain (at 323 nm
and 341 nm) and in the visible region (at 644 nm).
The strongest emission has been obtained for
CaF2 :2 mol%PbF2 probe.
Because the effective
segregation coefficients are almost equal to unity, the
Pb2+ -ions distribution in CaF2 crystals is approximately
uniform and from this point of view, PbF2 -doped CaF2
crystals could be a good laser material in near UV
domain.
4. Conclusions

Fig. 5. Pb2+ ions distribution along the crystals characterized by the absorption coefficient; the PbF2 concentration in the initial melt is indicated in the figure.

Various PbF2 concentrations doped CaF2 crystals were
grown using the conventional Bridgman technique. In
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order to prevent the PbF2 evaporation a special crystal
growth procedure was adopted. The absorption spectra
reveal the characteristic absorption bands of the Pb2+
ions. A strong concentration dependence of the absorption spectra has been observed. The effective segregation
coefficient of the Pb2+ ions in CaF2 host has been determined using the optical absorption method. The segregation coefficient of Pb2+ ions in CaF2 has not been
reported before.
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